Electrophysiological Closed Loop Model of the Heart as Supporting Tool for Cardiac Pacing
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Abstract

In this work, we developed a closed loop model of the interaction between the heart and a cardiac pacemaker. The main novelty of our framework is the employment of a reaction-diffusion heart model, which could enhance the assessment of cardiac pacing. Additionally, we provided a specific hardware setup for the deployment of our framework. Our results show that the heart model reproduces the healthy activation sequence and is feasible for closed loop simulations. Furthermore, we successfully simulated the interaction between heart and pacemaker models during the insurgence of endless loop tachycardia. Finally, we believe that our closed loop system could be an effective supporting tool to evaluate the safety and efficacy of the therapeutic effect of cardiac pacemakers.

1. Introduction

Cardiac pacemakers are implantable medical devices largely employed for the treatment of drug-resistant cardiac arrhythmias. However, recent studies have highlighted that the rate of safety recall for cardiac implantable electronic devices (CIEDs) is still high [1]. Indeed, pacemakers are programmed with complex software, and, in general, it is not always easy to predict the device behaviour when coupled with a specific condition [2]. Thus, emulation and testing of cardiac pacemakers remains an important topic to be addressed. Open loop testing of pacemakers is non-exhaustive because it does not consider how the heart reacts to the pacing stimuli, but it only evaluates the device behaviour upon receipt of pre-recorded cardiac signals. Recently, it has been shown that both the design and the assessment of pacemakers can be enhanced by employing closed loop systems that include models of the heart electrical activity [3–5].

A closed loop system for the design and validation of pacemakers consists of the pacemaker (system model, emulated device, or physical device), the physiological model of the heart and the necessary interfaces [3]. The heart model should replicate the most important electrophysiological characteristics of cardiac tissue both in healthy and pathological conditions, while maintaining computational efficiency. Additionally, the heart model should react to pacing stimuli in the proper way and generate meaningful electrograms. Previous works developing closed-loop models represented the heart as a network of timed automata (TA) [3, 6], or hybrid automata (HA) [4, 5]. However, finite automata do not allow modelling of spatial inhomogeneities, such as transmural and myocardial heterogeneity, and do not represent the electrodes spatially.

In this work, we preliminary developed a closed loop system composed of a DDD pacemaker model and a reaction-diffusion heart model, specifically designed for closed loop pacemaker design and validation. Additionally, we provided a dedicated hardware implementation of our closed loop system. To demonstrate the functionalities of our framework, we analyse a pathological case of endless loop tachycardia (ELT), which insurges when the pacing stimuli and the intrinsic heart activity interfere. Notably, current pacemakers are provided with anti-ELT algorithms to detect and terminate the ELT [6, 7].

2. Methods

2.1. Heart model

We built a two-dimensional cardiac model in which the cardiac tissue is divided into 6 distinct regions (Fig. 1, bottom right). For the interaction with a dual chamber (DDD) pacemaker we introduced two stimulation and sensing sites: an atrial electrode placed near the right atrial auricle and a ventricular electrode placed in the apical area of the right ventricle (light grey areas in the heart geometry of Fig. 1).

The heart model is based on the cardiac monodomain for-
mulation, where the diffusivity values were selected to replicate time intervals corresponding to complete atrial activation [8], atrioventricular conduction [9], and complete ventricular activation [10]. For the definition of the ionic current ($I_{ion}$), we adopted our previously published phenomenological model [11–13], which we fitted to the electrophysiological properties of the different types of cardiac cells. The fitting procedure is aimed at reproducing the main characteristics of experimental action potential morphology and action potential duration, and conduction velocity steady-state restitution curves. The model parameters for the ventricular tissues were already optimised in [13]. We applied the same procedure here to fit also atrial electrophysiological data [14–16]. In the sinoatrial node we introduced an additional stimulation current to allow for spontaneous activation. We spatially discretized the monodomain equation by employing a centered finite difference scheme with a resolution of 0.02 cm, whereas we performed time integration by applying the forward Euler method with a time resolution of 0.02 ms. Moreover, we exploited the smoothed boundary method [17, 18] to implicitly solve boundary conditions on the non trivial 2D geometry, thus avoiding complex meshing of the domain. In particular, we enforced Neumann boundary conditions with imposed current flux different from 0 only at the electrodes interfaces. In addition, we evaluated the atrial and ventricular electrograms (i.e., the outputs of our cardiac model) by calculating the potential at the center of the electrode interfaces, in the hypothesis of homogeneous volume conductor.

2.2. Closed loop model

We developed a closed-loop system composed of our heart model and a DDD pacemaker model (Fig. 1). The heart model, described in the previous section, was coded in a Level-2 MATLAB S-function enabling its use in Simulink (R2022a, MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts). Additionally, we developed a pacemaker model in Simulink by using the Stateflow toolbox of Matlab. The DDD pacemaker model is the same previously employed by Jiang et al. [19] and it is based on five different timers (i.e., AVI, LRI, URI, PVAR, and VRP). We refer the reader to [19] for a comprehensive description of the pacemaker model. In each closed-loop simulation, we set the DDD pacemaker timing parameters with standard values: AVI=150ms, LRI=1000ms, URI=400ms, PVAR=185ms, VRP=200ms [20]. Notably, our pacemaker model replicates an algorithm aimed at terminating ELT, similar to the algorithms currently employed in cardiac pacemakers [6, 7]. ELT manifests itself as a sequence of ventricular pacing events (VP) followed by atrial sensed events (AS), generally maintained at the maximum ventricular rate (URI). Indeed, ELT involves ventriculo-atrial retrograde conduction, which combined with the pacemaker activity, sustains ELT. The algorithm detects ELT by recognizing 8 consecutive VP-AS cycles. In addition, ELT is confirmed only if the difference between each VP-AS interval and the first VP-AS interval detected is within ±32 ms. Thus, the tachycardia is suppressed by increasing the PVAR to a fixed value of 500 ms for the next cardiac cycle, so that atrial
Figure 2. Open loop healthy simulation. A) Membrane potential maps in the main phases of the cardiac cycle. The black dots indicate the electrodes position. B) Simulated atrial (top) and ventricular (bottom) electrograms

3. Results

In Figure 2 we report a healthy simulation of the 2D whole heart model in open loop. The results showed that our model reproduces healthy activation times through the heart (Fig. 2A). Complete atrial depolarization requires about 125 ms, in agreement with experimental data (116 ± 18 ms) [8]. Atrio-ventricular conduction time is about 130 ms, which is inside the range for healthy subjects (120-200 ms) [9]. Finally, complete ventricular depolarization requires about 100 ms, which is comparable to experimental data [10]. Atrial and ventricular electrograms (Fig. 2B) show wide deflections in correspondence of the depolarization of neighbouring tissue. Furthermore, thanks to the transmural heterogeneity of the ventricular tissue, the ventricular repolarization generates a small T-wave in the ventricular electrogram.

To demonstrate the potentialities of our framework, we simulated a condition of partial AV block and slowing of conduction, in which a premature ventricular contraction induces the onset of ELT. After three initial cycles in sinus rhythm, we generated an ectopic ventricular activation that propagates retrogradely towards the atria. The device detects the consequent atrial depolarization and marks the event as AS, which in turn triggers a ventricular stimulation. Thereby, the ventricular pacing generates a second retrograde conduction, establishing ELT. Therefore, the pacemaker paces the ventricle for every atrial activation, increasing the ventricular rate inappropriately. Afterwards, following the recognition of eight consecutive VP-AS pat-
terns, the device detects ELT and extends PVARP to 500 ms to terminate the undesired tachycardia.

4. Conclusion

In this work, we described a closed loop system composed by a DDD pacemaker model and a reaction-diffusion heart model, specifically designed for closed loop pacemaker design and validation. Additionally, we provided a specific hardware setup for the deployment of our closed loop model. Our results show that reaction-diffusion heart models are feasible for the development of closed loop systems aimed at assessing pacemakers functioning. We believe that the proposed closed loop framework may be an effective supporting tool to evaluate the safety and efficacy of the therapeutic effect of cardiac pacemakers.
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